Discovering Croatia as a Yacht Destination
Where might you expect to taste the best olive oil? Witness what Alfred Hitchcock
declared was the best sunset in the world? And rub shoulders with a small nation
whose ancestral innovators gave us the parachute, fingerprint classification and the
cravat?
Croatia, a country with a population just shy of 4 million, boasts not only excellent
olive oil and sunsets, but also a workforce known for its professionalism and can-do
attitude – not to mention a track record of eclectic inventions.
At a recent webinar, Quaynote Communications partnered with one of the country`s
leading yacht agents, Megayacht Services (MYS Yachting), to explore Croatia as a
Yacht Destination. MYS`s Owner, Maja Ban, moderated a panel comprising some
of the most respected voices in Croatia`s growing luxury hospitality and yachting
industries.
First up was Eli Gajinov, former Chief Stewardess and now Hospitality Manager at
SeaNet Europe. A Croatian national, Eli`s task was to pick out her favourite jewels
amongst her “list of Adriatic gems”. With 11 nature parks, 8 national parks, 2 nature
reserves, UNESCO world heritage sights, rich history and architecture, gastronomy
and hundreds of wine regions – oh, and did we mention the warm Mediterranean
climate? – “it`s hard to know what to leave out,” laments Gajinov. “That said, the
crown of Croatia is the long and beautiful Adriatic coastline, jewelled with its 1246
islands, rocks and reefs.”
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Istria is where you will find the highest quality olive oil – of which still more later - but
it`s also famous for truffles, wine wines, liquors. Younger charter guests might prefer
the sandy beaches in Kvarner which are ideal for families with kids.
Zadar in North Dalmatia is where English film director Alfred Hitchcock made his remark
while a resplendent sun set over this history-packed region. Central Dalmatia, with
its vestiges of ancient Roman and Greek civilisations, may be the most visited region
in Croatia, while South Dalmatia is home to the “pearl of the Adriatic”, Dubrovnik.
This region “is a sailor`s paradise and a gastronomic mecca with vineyards, oyster
farms and restaurants serving traditional specialties,” says Gajinov.
Our next panelist, Captain Matteo Malfatti, a superyacht captain on board M/Y
Sangha, declared Croatia to be “one of my favourite destinations.” He points to
the country`s reliable weather conditions that generally span the whole season from
May to September, the numerous islands that keep cruising varied, and the scope
of land-based tourism activities guests can enjoy such as windsurfing, kitesurfing,
diving, sky diving, motor-biking, touring by scooter and hiking.
While there`s plenty of activities to fill guest itineraries, the yacht Captain`s chief
concern is logistics. Happily, Malfatti testifies to Croatia having good shore-based
services. “It`s an easy destination for shipment of parts from all over the world, with
good airport connections for private and commercial flights and the quality of
provisions has been steadily increasing over the years,” he explains. He emphasizes
the key role played by some “amazing agents in Croatia, there to make our lives
easier.”
Stipe Baturina from ASAP Provisioning Company says Croatia ranks in 4th place
amongst Undiscovered Gastronomic Destinations in the world according to the
Chef`s Pencil competition. This diminutive country is also home to no fewer than ten
restaurants with Michelin stars.
Amongst the specialties Baturina`s outfit supplies to yachts is Pag Cheese, made
using milk from sheep that are hand-raised on the island of Pag. The island`s strong
winds cause the vegetation that sheep ingest to become loaded with salt, giving
cheese from Pag its unique taste. Drnis prosciutto is a smoked, dried ham, that
Baturina says “is scientifically proven to be different from other types of ham due to
the Mediterranean conditions around the area where it is produced.” The prepared
meat is salted, pressed and dried in the local warm and cold winds, which are key
to developing its distinctive flavours.
The Island of Pag is also home to the oldest olive tree in the world, estimated to be
more than 1,600 years old. Ancient Greeks and Romans were said to delighted with
the quality of these olive oils. What`s more, in the statute of the city Split in 1312, it
was stated that at least 6 olive trees must be planted in each vineyard.
While Istrian truffles are premium grade, they maintained a low profile for the longest
time. That changed in 1999 when a truffle hunter from Istria and his dog found a
1.3-kilogram truffle which was shortly after recognized by the Guinness book of
records as the biggest white truffle ever found. Suddenly, the secret was out and
Istria was added to the extremely short list of places where you can unearth white
truffles.

Croatia is increasingly recognized in the wine world as a country of exceptional
character for wines, with two-thirds of its varieties located in Dalmatia. In the 2021
Decanter Wine Awards, Croatian wines won 3 platinum and 8 gold medals. Ilocki
Traminac wine from Croatia was even served at the coronation of Queen Elizabeth
II.
For land-based accommodation, Ina Rodin of Covene Hospitality provided a
peep through the keyholes of luxury hotels in Croatia that cater for discerning
travellers. Rodin reports an upward trend in supply of high-end accommodation
across the country. “We`ve seen a significant growth from feeder markets such
as the US, Canada and other long-haul markets,” she says. Croatia now offers
49 5* star hotels and 345 4 *star hotels. Most hotels that excel in delivering the
true luxury experience in Croatia are boutique properties. “Interestingly, these are
often affiliated with Relais and Chateaux hotels or Leading Hotels of the World,”
observes Rodin. “In my experience, they are often booked as a pre- or post-sailing
experience.”
Returning back to the Adriatic`s fabled blue waters, we find our next panelist, Burak
Baykan from Dogus Group, optimistic about Croatia`s yachting future. “As we all
know, yachting is booming,” he says. “We are living through the golden years.”
Croatia currently has 56 marinas, hosting around 20, 000 boats. “This figure shocks
many in the industry,” adds Baykan. “This big number seems like an obstacle, but it
is actually an opportunity in terms of marina development.” In his view, as people
spend more time on yachts, they look for new destinations to experience. Croatia,
with its nimble response to incoming demand, is poised to take advantage of this
surge in interest.
“In fact, Croatia is already hosting Europe`s biggest charter fleet at the moment”,
asserts Baykan, “this encompassing many different yacht sizes and styles.” He
predicts that marina investment and development in Croatia will follow suit, with
the supply of yacht infrastructure swelling to meet demand.
Teo Petricevic of CAPAX agrees that Croatia needs more marinas. He also highlights
the gap in infrastructure and services needed to transform the country into a yearround hub, offering winter refit, repairs and technical support. “We need regular
flying connections during the wintertime,” he states. “We need a larger network of
sub-contractors, we need facility improvement for large painting projects and for
large groups to open up branch offices in Croatia.”
Croatia currently has 4 big shipyards which Petricevic says “can service yachts from
30 to 130 metres.” He points to the growth in services over the last decade. “The
Croatian part of the refit/repair market is approximately 2%, but over the last 10
years the services available in the country have grown rapidly.”

Petricevic says he is often asked what advantage Croatia has in this sector
over the east and west med destinations. “I can easily reply that as we are
relatively new, we are putting in more effort to bring new business to Croatia.
“I`m pretty optimistic,” he concludes.
So, now that we`ve persuaded you to pick Croatia as your next yacht
destination, what`s next? “You`re not obliged to use an agent but they do
come in handy. For instance, for yachts 45m LOA or more you should use
an agent as yachts of this size are monitored in CIMIS (Croatian Integrated
Maritime Information System) which is accessed by maritime agents”, advises
Maja Ban. “If you decide not to use agents, please do your work before you
come so you don`t run into problems.”
Croatia is open for yachts of any size or type, private or commercial. Only nonEU flagged commercial yachts below 24m (LOA) are not allowed to charter or
cruise in Croatia and, as Croatia is not yet part of the Schengen agreement,
captains must undertake border control on when entering and leaving
Croatia. There was a change in rules in 2017 that allows a larger number of
guests on private yachts. A good agent can tell you about these regulations,
plus give you more information about pilotage, which is required for yachts
over 1000GT, watercrafts, diving or fishing permits and duty-free fuel which is
available for commercial yachts 45m+ (LOA). VAT is 13% for overnight charters
and 25% for daily charters. The VAT OSS (One stop shop) option is not available
for charter companies in Croatia.
We hope that our panel have whetted your appetite for choosing Croatia as
your next destination. All that remains is for us to wish you, “Sretan put” – Have
a good trip!
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